
RENAISSANCE AND REFORMATION ESSAY QUESTIONS

Renaissance and Reformation Essay Questions. Choose one of the following questions and answer with a 5 paragraph
essay. Why was the Church of England .

In particular, the Renaissance and the Protestant Reformation both introduced radical intellectual and religious
ideas that challenged centuries of established doctrine. The financial corruption and pagan immorality within
Roman Catholicism, even at the highest levels, reminded critics of "the abomination of desolation" spoken of
by the prophet Daniel, and nothing short of a thoroughgoing Martin Luther asked an essentially medieval
question: "How do I obtain a God who is merciful to me? Among the most influential thinkers of the time
were the Italian humanist Leon Battista Alberti Reformation success, due to the Renaissance popes, or the
church and a politically, socially and economically changing Europe? Luther: The years leading up to the
Protestant Reformation were also plagued by moral corruption and abuse of position in the Roman Catholic
Church. In particular, the Renaissance and the Protestant Reformation both introduced radical intellectual and
religious ideas that challenged centuries of established doctrine. Which of the following did NOT enable the
spread of the Renaissance? B tremendous respect for their achievements, thought they did not view them as
equal to the ancients. The education was also influenced by the reformation. Explain the impact the printing
press had on the Protestant Reformation. Throughout the words of Utopia the audience discovers that Thomas
More believes that greatness can only be accomplished if man has a balanced relationship with God.
Gutenberg 5 Italian painter famous for the School of Athens and his paintings of Mary, who died at the age of 
This would result in much of the money and gold of Europe leaving nonPapal states and concentrating in Italy;
impoverishing European states in the process. Valued scholarship for its own sake and for the glory it brought
the city-state 4. Catherine had been his brother's widow, and it was therefore against Biblical teachings for
Henry to have married her. C He recalled Textile from Germany in order to have him stop selling indulgences.
The answer that he eventually did find, the conviction that God was merciful not because of anything that the
sinner could do but because of a freely given grace that was received by faith alone the doctrine of justification
by faith , was not utterly without precedent in the Roman Catholic theological tradition; but in the form in
which Luther stated it there appeared to be a fundamental threat to Catholic teaching and sacramental life. D
He feared that his religious reforms would fail unless they were combined with a program to address social
concerns. The belief that by cultivating the finest qualities of their beings, human beings could commune with
God was a conclusion of A. Increased emphasis on teaching people to read the Bible resulted in an increase in
womens literacy. It is one of the few eras in Western history that named itself. E He blamed the Catholic
Church for maintaining a spiritual as well as social hierarchy. B He immediately summoned Luther to Rome.
Michelangelo 28 Ended the 30 Years War by granting freedom of worship in private. The role of the clergy
was undermined and the relationships between national countries and the Roman Catholic Church were
threatened. The King wanted a male heir so he needed to divorce his wife What country did the Protestant
reformation start in? The Renaissance raised questions about the path to salvation by instigating new ideas,
particularly the belief in individualism, which was the conviction that there is human ability to choose
between right and wrong. A central part of this philosophy was reform, and the betterment of Christians
through better education. They wrote in the vernacular and began to deal with general questions. By the end of
the 15th century there was a widely-held impression that the resources for church reform within Roman
Catholicism had been tried and found wanting: the papacy refused to reform itself, the councils had not
succeeded in bringing about lasting change, and the professional theologians were more interested in
scholastic debates than in the nurture of genuine Christian faith and life. Mastery of ancient languages B. A He
wanted to see marked improvements in the lives of the peasantry. Protestant women: Luther believed that a
womans occupation was in the home taking care of the family. D She broke with Rome and established a
moderate Protestant church.


